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In-situ experimental characterization of the
clamping pressure effects on low temperature
polymer electrolyte membrane electrolysis
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Introduction

Hydrogen is considered an important element in direct use for

synthetic fuel production, a promising energy carrier, and

future replacement for fossil fuel energy sources. Integrating

LT-PEME with renewable energy sources makes it one of the

most suitable candidate technologies to produce hydrogen

directly [1e3]. LT-PEME cells split water into hydrogen and

oxygen when an electric potential is applied between anode
hshir).
and cathode. Electrical current forces the hydrogen ions to

migrate to negatively charged cathode through the PEM,

where hydrogen is produced. Meanwhile, oxygen is produced

at the anode side electrode and removed from the cell as a gas

with the circulating water. Liquid water and oxygen crossover

from anode to cathode and hydrogen crossover in the oppo-

site direction through the membrane takes place at a very

small portion compared to the gases production rate on both

sides [4].
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Nomenclature

Pc clamping pressure (psi)

Fc clamping force (N)

Ac contact area between the flow field plate and

the electrode (m2)

N number of bolts (�)

t applied torque (N$m)

f friction coefficient (�)

D nominal bolt diameter (m)

XH2 H2 ratio (�)

XO2 O2 ratio (�)

VH2 H2 volume flow rate (mlpm)

VO2 O2 volume flow rate (mlpm)

VN2 N2 volume flow rate (mlpm)

P membrane permeability coefficient

({(cm3)(cm)}/{(m2)(day)(atm)})

D diffusion coefficient (cm3s�1)

S solubility coefficient ({cm3(STP)}/{(cm3)(atm)})

T temperature (K)

C concentration of species (mol$cm�3)

Subscripts

i species

H2 hydrogen gas

O2 oxygen gas

N2 nitrogen gas
Most recent research on LT-PEME has focused on operating

conditions such as operating temperature, cathode-anode high

differential operating pressure, flow field design, stack devel-

opment, two-phase flow analysis, precious materials electro-

catalyst reduction, low cost and durable PEM and current dis-

tributors, scale up of LT-PEME, numericalmodeling of complex

phenomena taking place inside LT-PEME during operation

[5e17]. Also, a lot of studies have been carried out on the effect

of clamping pressure on PEM fuel cell characteristics [18e23].

However, the asymmetrical catalysts and electrodes materials

on both sides of the LT-PEME: platinum based catalyst with

carbon paper/cloth porous transport layer (PTL) electrode on

the cathode side and iridium based catalyst with titanium felt

(TF) electrode on the anode side, liquid water is used as reac-

tant at the anode side, and the high operating differential

pressure between cathode and anode of the LT-PEME.

Comparing with symmetrical platinum based catalyst with

carbon paper/cloth PTL electrode on both sides, humidified/dry

hydrogen reactant at the anode side and humidified oxygen

reactant at the cathode side, and zero differential pressure
Fig. 1 e Schematic of LT-PEME cell com
between cathode and anode of PEM fuel cell, respectively. All of

these differences might cause different effects of clamping

pressure on the LT-PEME than PEM fuel cell. Thus, more

experimental and analytical studies of the clamping pressure

effect on LT-PEME characteristics are necessary.

Conventional LT-PEME usually clamped with bolts around

the active area. Thus, Pc can be calculated from clamping force

(Fc) applied on the cell divided by the contact area given by:

Pc ¼ Fc

Ac
(1)

Stainless steels bolts are commonly used to compress the

cell components against each other as shown in Fig. 1.

Thus Fc can be given by Ref. [24]:

Fc ¼ N� t

f � D
(2)

where N is the number of bolts distributed symmetrically

around the active area of the membrane, t is the applied tor-

que on each bolt (N$m), f is the friction coefficient (0.2 for steel

bolts), and D is the nominal bolt diameter (m). It should be

borne in mind that Ac has different dimensions by different

researchers in PEM fuel cell which are considered very similar

to LT-PEME cell. Hassan et al. [25] defined it as the active area

of the membrane, Ahmad et al. [18] defined it as the PTL and

the sealing gasket surface area, and Mehboob et al. [24]

referred to it as the total contact area between bipolar plate

and end plate. These different definitions of Ac might lead to

inaccurate calculations of Pc from Fc. Furthermore, the ribbed

design of the flow field is another source of error, because the

area of the ribs is the only area that compresses against the

electrodes, and this makes Ac less than the membrane active

area. Thus, to be more accurate, Ac can be defined as the

contact area between the flow field plate and the electrode.

Small efforts were made to study the effect of Pc on the LT-

PEME characteristics. Siracusano et al. [26] concluded that, a

modest enhancement in the 3-cells stack performance was

observed at higher compression due to better electrode-

electrolyte interface especially at the cathode side. Mean-

while, no significant modifications were noticed on the po-

larization curves for each cell in the 3-cell stack, and a slight

improvement in polarization resistances at higher compres-

sion was observed. As shown earlier, the compression force is

directly related to the applied torque on each bolt in bolted LT-

PEME cell. Selamet et al. [27,28] studied the effect of bolt tor-

que on LT-PEME cell performance, durability, and contact

resistant. They found that, the optimized applied bolt torque

is important for homogeneous water distribution and conse-

quently higher durability, performance, and lower contact
pressed with stainless steel bolts.
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resistant. They also, concluded that, increasing the bolt torque

of a single LT-PEME cell at 0.5 Acm�2 and ambient temperature

results in more contact points between cell layers and

consequently the contact resistant was reduced and the cell

performance was developed. However, beyond a certain tor-

que the performance starts to decrease due to the mass

transport limitation [29]. Awsthi et al. [30] dynamically

modeled LT-PEME system under a wide range of operating

conditions; they found that, increasing the compression

pressure decreases the cell performance. This because, in

their model increasing the cell pressure resulted in increasing

the partial pressure of the species which in turn increase the

open circuit voltage calculated by Nernst equation. This

agrees with Marangio et al. [31] who concluded that, the ki-

netic of the charge transfer could be reduced at higher counter

pressure resulting in higher cell polarization. Furthermore,

the asymmetrical components on the two sides of the LT-

PEME might lead to un-equal compression force on both

sides of themembrane due to the difference in themechanical

properties such as elastic and plastic deformation for both

electrodes, and the TF pores and fibers diameters are larger

and much harder than the PTL pores and fibers diameters.

Thus, inhomogeneous compression against the TF might

damage the catalyst layer by sinking the TF fibers in the

catalyst layer at the anode side [5].

Therefore, the effects of Pc on the LT-PEME on cell perfor-

mance, ohmic and activation resistances, water, oxygen, and

hydrogen crossover rates through the membrane, and

hydrogen and oxygen production rates at different current
Fig. 2 e Schematic of LT-PEM
densities are in-situ experimentally demonstrated in this

work. A 50 cm2 single LT-PEME cell is utilized, and all the

measurements are conducted in real time at 70 �C and at-

mospheric pressure. Furthermore, to avoid inhomogeneous Pc
by bolting the cell around the active area, a precise compres-

sion set-up uses plate like piston which is in contact with the

whole surface of the end plate resulting in uniform

compression pressure on the end plate surface and maybe on

the active area as well, hence all LT-PEME cell layers are

aligned with each other.
Experimental

Experimental test-rig

A LT-PEME single cell test-rig was assembled and integrated

in-house from different equipment for in-situ testing of single

LT-PEME cell as shown in Fig. 2.

The single cell test-rig consists of a deionized (DI) water

supply, water heater, heat exchanger, centrifugal pump, flow

meters, thermocouples, pressure gauges, water tank, liquid

drainer, water scale and gas analyzer. The DI water system

components, water drainer, and the water scale are part of a

fuel cell automated test station FCATS G60 (Greenlight Inno-

vation) used to control the water and cell temperature, sepa-

rate the water from hydrogen, and to weight the condensed

water, respectively. The gas analyzer (SIEMENS ULTRAMAT 23

for O2 and CALOMAT 6 for H2) is used to analyze and measure
E single cell's test-rig.



Table 1 e Experimental conditions for in-situ LT-PEME
cell testing.

Description Value

DI-water temperature, T (�C) 70

Working pressure (atm) 1

DI-water flow rate (mlpm) 100

Clamping pressure (psi) 60, 150

LT-PEME cell temperature T (�C) 70

Data collecting frequency (Hz) 0.5

Data collecting time (min) 30

Steady state time (min) 30

Gas analysis temperature T (�C) 140

Gas analysis flow rate (lpm) 1

Impedance frequency (initial

efinal) (Hz)

10,000e0.01

Perturbation AC-current (A) 2.5% of the supplied DC current
the gas production rates for the anode and cathode gases.

Also, the gas analyzer was always working in a vacuummode

(1.0 lpm) and all the atmospheric exhausts were under vac-

uummode to prevent any air to enter from the atmosphere to

the system.

The Gamry Reference 3000 device (Gamry Instruments,

Inc.) integrated with FCATS was used to carry out the

impedance measurement of the LT-PEME. An external High

Power Bipolar Power Supply (KEPCO BOP 10-75MG) controlled

digitally by General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) was used to

supply the cell with the current. The KEPCO BOP model is a 4-

quadrant programmable voltage and current power supply

which allow both power sourcing and sinking. The power

supply can alsomeasure the current and the voltagewhile it is

supplying the cell with current. This allows the polarization

curve to be constructed without using any extra voltmeter or

ammeter. Furthermore, to minimize the induction noise, all

the sensing cables for the power supply and the Gamry system

were shielded.

The compression set-up made by TP50 Research Cell

components (Tandem Technologies Ltd) was used to clamp

the LT-PEME cell directly from the whole area of the end plate

at a certain Pc. The Pc value can be controlled by the nitrogen

flow from the nitrogen cylinder, and this can be performed

while the cell is running. On the other hand, the pressure of

the water-oxygen at the anode outlet and the hydrogen-water

at the cathode outlet were kept at atmospheric pressure.

LT-PEME single cell

A 50 cm2 LT-PEME cell was assembled as shown in Fig. 1. TF

with fiber diameter of 20 mm, a weight of 300 g/cm2, a porosity

of 81% and a thickness of 0.35 mm [11]. Meanwhile, the PTL

(AvCarb P75) made from carbon paper substrate with 245 mi-

crons thickness and 0.0075 g/cm2. Current distributor plates

were made from copper with 3 mm thickness and the end-

plates were made from aluminum with 20 mm thickness.

The flow field plates were made from 3 mm graphite com-

posites plates, and they were machined in-house with

1 � 1 mm channel cross section, and with double serpentine

flow field layout.

A commercial MEA with anode and cathode electro cata-

lyst consists of 3 mg/cm2 Iridium Ruthenium Oxide and 3 mg/

cm2 Platinum Black, respectively. The catalyst materials were

sprayed on a Nafion® 115 membrane with 127 mm thickness.

Also, the cell was sealed with Teflon gasket with 0.35 mm and

0.25 mm thickness at the anode and cathode side, respec-

tively, and the end plates were isolated from the current dis-

tribution plate with 0.2 mm Teflon gasket on both sides of the

LT-PEME cell.

Experimental conditions, procedures, and uncertainties

Testing procedures
Before starting the experiment, themembranewas humidified

by circulating the preheated DI-water through the anode side.

The cell temperaturewas controlled by thewater temperature.

When the cell temperature reached 70 �C the current was

supplied to the cell. Meanwhile, when the cell was running at

high current densities, the temperature of the LT-PEME cell
measured at the cathode and anode flow field plate and the

water and oxygen stream escaping the LT-PEME cell increased

above 70 �C, thus the temperature of the water at the inlet is

controlled accordingly to keep the cell temperature and the

oxygen and water stream at the cell outlet constant at 70 �C.
After the cell reached steady state, the following data were

collected with 0.5 Hz frequency over 10 min period of time:

Voltage and current, hydrogen crossover rate from cathode to

anode, O2 production rate, and H2 production rate. The gases

measurements were performed by analyzing the outlet gas

streams for anode and cathode. All of these measurements

were carried out at different current densities (0.1e1.3) A/cm2

with 0.4 A/cm2 step value. The steady state time was 30 min

until the cell temperature and the voltage value are stabilized

at fixed current density. The impedance measurement was

performed also after reaching the steady state and the test

was initiated at 10 kHz and stopped automatically at 1.0 mHz.

For water crossover rate measurements, the water was

collected for a 30 min period after reaching the steady state.

The 30 min period allows the collection of enough amount of

water for precise weighting and the water crossover rate as

converted to mg/s.

After connecting the LT-PEME cell a simple test for hydrogen

leakwas performed using a hydrogen sensor. The leak stopped

when Pc reached 50 psi. Also, any water leakwas stopped at the

same pressure. Thus, the lower Pc value starts from 60 psi and

due to the limitation of TP50 compression setup, the higher

value ends at 150 psi. These values can be converted to bolt

torque assuming the cell is boltedwith 8 bolts as: 5, and 13 Nm,

respectively. This torque values are comparable with Selamet

et al. [29] applied torque range. After making sure that the cell

wasworking properly, the experimentswere started and all the

experiments were fully automated and controlled with Lab-

VIEW software and remotely accessed.

Experimental conditions
The LT-PEME cell was experimentally conditioned according

the described experimental conditions in Table 1.

Experimental uncertainty
All the used equipment has high measuring accuracy as

illustrated in Table 2.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2017.07.059


As highlighted in our previous work, the standard error

could not be calculated directly using a mathematical for-

mula. Thus the confidence level from the generated experi-

mental data was estimated by calculating the coefficient of

variation from the repeated experiments for few times at

certain conditions [32].

Gas analysis

The gaseswere analyzed andmeasured using the SIEMENS gas

analyzer (ULTRAMAT23CALOMAT6). A cooler (M&C EC cooler)

is integrated with in the gas analyzer to get rid of moisture in

the stream before it is analyzed by the gas analyzer sensors.

The gas analyzer is also equipped with a vacuum pump,

conditioned to run the gas stream entering the gas analyzer at

1.0 lpm. Thus the product gases (H2 and O2) were mixed with

1.0 lpm nitrogen before entering the gas analyzer to ensure

that the total flow rate of the gas mixture is always more than

1.0 lpm, and the excess flow is exhausted as shown in Fig. 2.

The gas analyzer measures the ratio (X) of oxygen and

hydrogen in the stream and the rest is nitrogen as given by the

following equations;

XH2
¼ VH2

VH2
þ VO2

þ VN2

(3)

XO2
¼ VO2

VH2
þ VO2

þ VN2

(4)

where X is the measured ratio and V is the volumetric flow

rate (VN2
¼ 1.0 lpm). Solving these two equations with two

unknowns; VH2
and VO2

, yields;

VH2
¼

VN2
þ VN2

�
1

XO2
� 1

�
�

1
XH2

� 1
��

1
XO2

� 1
�
� 1

(5)

Then,VO2
canbe calculatedbysubstitutingVH2

inEq. (3) or (4).
Results & discussion

Effect of clamping pressure on the polarization resistances

The clamping pressure has a direct and significant effect on

the ohmic, activation, and concentration resistances as seen

in Fig. 3. Also, the voltage at 150 psi is lower than the voltage at
Table 2 e Measuring Accuracy of the test set-up
equipment.

Description Accuracy

Gas analyzer <1% of measuring scale

Voltage measurement (V) 0.05% of the read value

Current measurement (A) 0.1% of the read value

Impedance measurement (U) 1% of the read value

DI-water flow measurement (lpm) 1% of the reading

DI-water temperature measurement (�C) ±0.5
DI-water pressure measurement (kPa) ±2 (0.5% FSa)

End-plate temperature measurement (�C) ±0.5

a FS: full scale.
60 psi at the same current density, and this can be referred as a

better cell performance [33].

The ohmic and activation resistances are higher at lower

Pc. This is due to lower cell conductivity and higher kinetic

resistance for driving the reaction. The impedance measure-

ments showed lower ohmic and activation resistance at

higher Pc as shown in Fig. 4.

As noticed in Fig. 4, the effect of Pc on the ohmic and acti-

vation resistance is very obvious from the first. Both re-

sistances decrease with increasing Pc due to the reduction in

contact and interfacial resistances at higher Pc. Also, the

concentration polarization might be increased due to high

reaction rate which requires more water to be transported to

the reaction sites at higher current densities. Meanwhile, the

smaller pores of the TF at higher Pc might reduce the amount

of water transported to the reaction sites. Despite the fact that

the concentration polarizationmight increase at higher Pc and

higher current densities, the cell performance is still higher at

higher Pc and higher current densities. This suggests that the

ohmic resistance effect on the LT-PEME cell performance is

more dominant and this agrees with Awasthi et al. [30]. In

otherwords, the ohmic resistancewas reduced significantly at

higher Pc at the same current density and it was slightly

increased at higher current densities and the same Pc as dis-

cussed in our previous work [32].

Effect of clamping pressure on the gas crossover and
generation rate

The effect of gas crossover rate on the overall cell perfor-

mance, durability, andmembrane degradation are thoroughly

investigated for PEM fuel cells [34e37]. Furthermore, Laconti

et al. [38] studied the gas crossover phenomena in LT-PEME.

They found that increasing the water content in the PEM

dissolve more gases resulting in higher gas crossover rate.

Also, they concluded that the diffusionmechanism is the only

driver mechanism for the gas crossover through the

membrane.

In PEM fuel cell, increasing the clamping pressure and the

current density increases the hydrogen crossover rate through

the membrane [39]. Meanwhile, the Pc has shown an opposite
Fig. 3 e Polarization curve at different Pc, 70 �C cell

temperature, and atmospheric pressure.



Fig. 4 e Impedance measurements plot zoomed-in on the left of the figure at different Pc and 0.1 Acm¡2, 70 �C, and
atmospheric pressure.
effect on the hydrogen crossover in LT-PEME as illustrated in

Fig. 5.

As noticed in Fig. 5, higher Pc has shown a slightly lower

hydrogen crossover rate at the same current density. Mean-

while, Jung et al. [39] has shown opposite behavior in PEM fuel

cell. In other words, increasing Pc in PEM fuel cell increases the

hydrogen crossover rate slightly due to higher membrane

swelling. It should be borne in mind that in PEM fuel cell re-

actants are humidified hydrogen and humidified air at the

anode and cathode side, respectively. Meanwhile, liquid DI-

water is the only reactant at the anode side of LT-PEME.

Thus, the effect of Pc on the hydrogen crossover rate in LT-

PEME may not be similar to the effect of Pc in PEM fuel cell.

The effect of the Pc on hydrogen crossover rate in LT-PEME

can be elucidated to the water content in the membrane at

different clamping pressures. Water crossover rate from

anode to cathode can be used as an indicator for the water

content in LT-PEME; higherwater crossover ratemeans higher

membrane's water content and lower water crossover rate

indicates lower membrane's water content. Thus, the water

crossover rate was measured in this work as shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 5 e Hydrogen crossover rate from cathode to anode at

different Pc, 70 �C cell temperature, and atmospheric

pressure.
As noticed in Fig. 6, water crossover rate from anode to

cathode of LT-PEME at 60 psi is slightly higher than at 150 psi.

Thismeans at 60 psi water content in themembrane is higher,

thus the hydrogen crossover rate at the same current density

is slightly higher at lower Pc. This might be elucidated to the

smaller pore sizes of the TF and the membrane as a result of

increasing the total pressure on the TF from 60 to 150 psi. It

should be borne inmind that, Olesen et al. [11] have concluded

that, the pore size of the TF decreases linearly with increasing

the applied pressure. Smaller TF pore size might result in less

liquid water transport through the TF and diffusion through

the membrane from anode to cathode. Also, the amount of

produced hydrogen at different Pc might affect the hydrogen

crossover rate as shown in Fig. 7.

As noticed in Fig. 7, hydrogen production rate at the LT-

PEME cathode side is slightly lower at higher Pc. This might

be attributed to the lower amount of transported water to the

anode catalyst layer due to the smaller pores of the TF at

higher Pc as shown in Fig. 6. Hence, both sides of LT-PEME
Fig. 6 e Water crossover rate from anode to cathode at

different Pc, 70 �C cell temperature, and atmospheric

pressure.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2017.07.059


Fig. 8 e Ratio of H2 crossover rate to hydrogen production

rate vs. current density at different Pc, 70 �C cell

temperature, and atmospheric pressure.
operated at the same pressure (1 atm), a slight increase in the

amount of produced hydrogen at the same current density

might lead to the slight increment in hydrogen crossover rate

as shown in Fig. 5. Also, lower hydrogen production at higher

Pc results in lower Faraday efficiency. This does not agree with

Siracuaano et al. [26] who concluded that, Faraday efficiency

for 3-PEME cell stack increased with increasing Pc due to less

hydrogen leakage at higher Pc whereas, the hydrogen leak in

this work was almost 0 ppm. Hence, the test will automati-

cally shut down if there is any hydrogen leakage even on the

level of few ppms.

It should be borne inmind that the percentage of hydrogen

crossover rate with respect to hydrogen production rate is

increasing with increasing the current density as shown in

Fig. 8.

As depicted in Fig. 8, the effect of Pc on the ratio of crossover

rate of H2 to the production rate of H2 is more dominant at low

current density. This is attributed to the low amount of H2O

dragged by Hþ passing through the membrane resulting in

lowerwater content in themembrane at lower current density

and consequently lower amount of hydrogen production and

crossover rates. Despite the fact that Pc has a slight effect on

the hydrogen crossover rate, the current density has a sig-

nificant effect on the hydrogen crossover rate as depicted in

Figs. 5 and 8. The relationship between the current density

and the hydrogen crossover rate is directly proportional rela-

tionship and this agrees with Bessarabov et al. [40]. This is

elucidated to higher amount of charge Hþ passing through the

membrane at higher current density due to electro-osmotic

drag resulting in dragging more H2O and this increases the

water content in the membrane resulting in the higher rate of

water crossover rate from anode to cathode as depicted in

Fig. 6. Increasing the water content in the membrane in-

creases the amount of hydrogen dissolved in the water

resulting in higher hydrogen crossover rate from cathode to

anode at higher current densities as noticed in Fig. 5. This also

agrees with the definition of gas permeability coefficient

through the Nafion membrane as a product of diffusion and

solubility coefficients given by Ref. [41]:

P ¼ D� S (6)
Fig. 7 e Hydrogen production rate at the cathode side at

different Pc, 70 �C cell temperature, and atmospheric

pressure.
where P, D, and S are the permeability ({(cm3)(cm)}/

{(m2)(day)(atm)}), diffusion (cm3/s), and solubility ({cm3(STP)}/

{(cm3)(atm)}) coefficients, respectively. STP is the standard

conditions for temperature and pressure at 20 �C and 1 atm.

The LT-PEME cell hydrogen crossover rate might not be

changed significantly at different Pc especially at higher cur-

rent densities. However, changing the operating temperature

of the same LT-PEME cell has shownmore significant effect on

the hydrogen crossover rate from cathode to anode for the

same LT-PEME cell as shown in Fig. 9.

As noticed in Fig. 9, hydrogen crossover rate is more sen-

sitive to the temperature change than Pc change as depicted in

Fig. 5. This is because the permeability of the gases through

the membrane is directly related to the diffusion coefficient

and temperature as given by Ref. [42]:

Di ¼ Pm
i RTCi (7)

where Pm is the gas permeability, R is the constant of ideal gas:

8314 � 106 Pa cm3$K�1 mol�1; T is the temperature in K; Ci is

the concentration of species i in mol$cm�3.

As noticed in Fig. 10, the Pc has almost no effect on the

amount of generated oxygen at the anode side. At higher cell

performance, the amount of electric current fed to the LT-

PEME is less as shown in Fig. 3, but still the cell gives almost

the same amount of oxygen and a slightly less amount

hydrogen as noticed in Fig. 7. In other words, increasing Pc at

the same current density and the same anode and cathode

operating pressure reduces the hydrogen crossover rate

resulting in higher cell performance and lower degradation

rates. This is because, the PEM degradation rate is directly

related to gases crossover through the membrane and their

catalytic combustion [43]. Also, the gases crossover through

PEM can cause a parasitic power loss and this might affect the

long term performance [38].

The effect of Pc can be noticed on the ratio of H2 in O2 at the

anode side as shown in Fig. 11.

The ratio of H2 in O2 at the anode side is reduced at higher

Pc value. This is due to higher H2 crossover rate at lower Pc
value as mentioned earlier. Also, higher ratios of H2 in O2 in

the LT-PEME anode side are more noticeable at lower current



Fig. 9 e Hydrogen crossover at different temperatures,

Pc ¼ 150 psi, and atmospheric pressure.
Fig. 11 e Ratio of H2 in O2 at different Pc, 70 �C cell

temperature, and atmospheric pressure.
densities as depicted in Fig. 11. Despite the fact that the LT-

PEME cell was operated at atmospheric pressure on both

sides of the membrane, the ratio of H2 in O2 at the anode side

is still higher at lower current densities and lower Pc. This is

due to the lower amount of produced oxygen and relatively

higher hydrogen crossover rate. This suggests that, running

the LT-PEME cell at higher cathode pressure results in much

higher ratios of H2 in O2 in the anode side at lower current

densities and lower Pc. Thus, safety parameters should be

considered to avoid higher ratio of H2 in O2 at the anode side to

avoid reaching the explosion point.

The small size of hydrogen molecules makes it more mo-

bile in the LT-PEME cell than the oxygenmolecules. This leads

to higher hydrogen crossover rate than oxygen crossover rate.

Thus, it is always essential to evaluate the ratio of H2 in O2 at

the anode side of LT-PEME as mentioned earlier to avoid

higher ratio of H2 in O2 where the explosion point might be

reached. Meanwhile, the larger size and molecular weight of

an O2 molecule makes it less mobile with lower crossover rate

through themembrane from anode to cathode side [44]. Thus,

evaluating the ratio of O2 in H2 in the cathode side is helpful

for estimating the corrosion rate for cathode side compo-

nents. Bessarabov et al. [40] measured the ratio of O2 in H2 at
Fig. 10 e Oxygen production rate at the anode side at

different Pc, 70 �C cell temperature, and atmospheric

pressure.
50 �C as 0.001% and 0.00103% O2 in H2$cm
�2 at 0.25 and 0.5

Acm�2, respectively. These values are close to 0.0% and 30

times less than the percentage of H2 in O2 measured in this

work. Thus, it is very hard to measure the percentage of O2 in

H2 by means of the formerly used equipment. This is because

the ULTRAMAT 23 accuracy level is around 0.02% O2 in

H2$cm
�2. Thus, the percentage of O2 in H2 is assumed to be

very close 0.0% in this work.

The level of confidence in the measured data was calcu-

lated from the repeated experiments for hydrogen and water

crossover rate, O2 production rate, and measured voltage. All

the measurements were repeated for 10 times as shown in

Fig. 12.

It is noticed that the hydrogen crossover rate, oxygen

production rate, and voltage data have shown more than 98%

confidence level. This is due to the high accuracy of the used

equipment. On the other hand, the water crossover rate

measurement has shown above 95% confidence level at

0.2 Acm�2 and above 96% confidence level for the rest of the

current densities. The water at the cathode side outlet was

collected for 30 min period as mentioned earlier after the LT-

PEME reached the steady state. The lower confidence level in
Fig. 12 e Confidence level of the measured hydrogen and

water crossover, produced O2, and measured voltage at

Pc ¼ 150 psi, 70 �C, and atmospheric pressure.
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water collection measurements was expected especially at

low current densities. This is because the water has to be

condensed in the heat exchanger first, after that the hydrogen

is separated from the water by the thru-liquid drainer and

then the water is weighted by the balance as shown in Fig. 2. It

should furthermore be borne in mind that the hydrogen

stream might still carry a small amount of water with it after

passing through all of these processes. However, all water

crossover measurements were measured using the same

technique as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the measurements of

water crossover rate at different current densities and Pc are

comparable with each other.
Conclusion

In this work, the effect of clamping pressure on the LT-PEME

cell's characteristics was experimentally demonstrated using

real time in-situ measurements. The effect of the clamping

pressure can be summarized as the following:

� Increasing the clamping pressure from 60 to 150 psi

increased the LT-PEME cell's performance. This is attrib-

uted to reduction of the ohmic and activation resistance at

higher clamping pressure. The contact resistance between

the cell components and the charge transfer-kinetics for

the oxygen and hydrogen evolution reactions rates at the

electrode surfaces are suspected to be reduced at higher

clamping pressure. Thus, the cell performance increases at

higher clamping pressure.

� The reduction in ohmic and activation resistances can be

noticed at low and high current densities with increasing

the clamping pressure. However, at the same clamping

pressure, the ohmic resistances are almost the same at low

and high current density. Meanwhile, the activation re-

sistances are significantly decreased at higher current

density. This can be elucidated to the small amount of

electrons present at low current density and this means a

larger resistance is required to drive the reaction.

� Despite the fact that the concentration over potential might

be increased at higher current densities and higher clamp-

ing pressure, the cell performance is still higher at higher

clamping pressure. This suggests that the ohmic resistance

is more dominant in affecting the cell performance.

� Hydrogen crossover rate is slightly reduced at higher

clamping pressure. This is attributed to the lower mem-

brane swelling. Higher clamping pressure leads to the

reduction in the pore size of TF andmembrane pores. Thus,

less water is transported to the reaction sites through the

TF and less water diffuses through the membrane. This

results in less water crossover rate to cathode side and

slightly less hydrogen production rate and consequently

less hydrogen crossover rate to anode side. It should be

borne in mind that lower hydrogen crossover rate means

less percentage of H2 in O2 at the cathode side, which is

important to avoid explosion. Also, it might lead to slower

degradation rate of LT-PEME.

� LT-PEME current density has shownmore significant effect

on hydrogen crossover rate than the clamping pressure.

This is because at higher current densities more H2O
molecules dragged by Hþ through the membrane due to

electro-osmotic drag. This will increase the membrane

water content resulting inmore hydrogen solubility in H2O.

Thus, hydrogen crossover rate and water crossover rate

increases significantly at higher current densities.

� Despite the fact that the operating pressure on both sides

of the membrane is atmospheric pressure in this work, the

hydrogen ratio in oxygen at the anode side of LT-PEME is

noticeably increased with decreasing the clamping pres-

sure at lower current densities. This is due to higher

hydrogen crossover rate at lower clamping pressure and

lower oxygen production rate at lower current densities.

Thus, more safety precaution has to be taken especially

when running the cell at higher cathode pressure.

� LT-PEME temperature has more significant effect on the

hydrogencrossover rate than the clampingpressure.This is

because the gas diffusion coefficient in the Nafion mem-

brane is directly related to the membrane temperature.

Overall, the effect of the clamping pressure on the LT-PEME

cell characteristics is experimentally demonstrated in this

work. Currently, work is still in progress to study the effect of

clamping pressure on LT-PEME degradation and to perform

more analytical studies on the LT-PEME clamping pressure.
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